
Unveiling the Enigmatic Mother Carey
Chickens: A Comprehensive Guide to Stacy
Deanne's Creations
Stacy Deanne's Mother Carey Chickens are enigmatic and fascinating
creatures that have captured the imagination of collectors and art
enthusiasts alike. These mysterious birds are hand-sculpted from clay and
painted with intricate detail, each one possessing a unique personality and
story. In this comprehensive guide, we will delve into the world of Mother
Carey Chickens, exploring their history, symbolism, and the creative
process behind their creation.
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The Origins of Mother Carey Chickens

The earliest known Mother Carey Chicken was created by Stacy Deanne in
1994. Inspired by the seafaring tales of her childhood, Deanne envisioned
a mythical bird that would embody the spirit of the ocean. The name
"Mother Carey Chicken" is derived from the old sailors' superstition that
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these birds were the souls of drowned sailors, returning to protect their
loved ones from storms.

Mother Carey Chickens quickly became popular, and Deanne's studio in
Maine has been producing these beloved creatures ever since. Over the
years, the Mother Carey Chicken family has grown to include a wide variety
of characters, from the classic seafaring birds to whimsical creatures of
land and sky.

The Symbolism of Mother Carey Chickens

Mother Carey Chickens are more than just decorative objects; they are
imbued with deep symbolism and meaning. These birds represent the
following:

Protection: Mother Carey Chickens are believed to protect their
owners from harm, both physical and spiritual.

Guidance: These birds are often seen as guides for lost souls, helping
them to find their way through life's challenges.

Hope: Mother Carey Chickens represent hope in the face of adversity,
reminding us that even in the darkest of times, there is always light.

Transformation: These birds symbolize the transformative power of
nature, reminding us that change is a necessary part of life.

The Creative Process

Creating a Mother Carey Chicken is a labor of love that can take several
days to complete. Each bird is hand-sculpted from clay, using a
combination of traditional and modern techniques. Deanne uses a variety



of tools to create the intricate details of each bird, including sculpting
knives, brushes, and stamps.

Once the bird is sculpted, it is fired in a kiln to harden the clay. After cooling,
the bird is painted with acrylic paints and sealed with a protective varnish.
The entire process is incredibly time-consuming, but it is also incredibly
rewarding for Deanne.

Collecting Mother Carey Chickens

Mother Carey Chickens are highly collectible, and there is a thriving market
for these unique pieces of art. Collectors come from all over the world to
acquire these birds, and some pieces have sold for thousands of dollars.

If you are interested in collecting Mother Carey Chickens, there are a few
things to keep in mind:

Authenticity: Make sure that the piece you are buying is an original
Stacy Deanne Mother Carey Chicken. There are many imitators on the
market, so it is important to do your research before making a
purchase.

Condition: The condition of the piece is also important to consider.
Mother Carey Chickens are delicate, so it is important to handle them
with care. Any chips or cracks will affect the value of the piece.

Rarity: Some Mother Carey Chickens are more rare than others. The
rarest pieces are often the most valuable.

Mother Carey Chickens are truly unique and magical creatures. They are a
testament to the creativity and imagination of Stacy Deanne, and they have



brought joy to countless people around the world. Whether you are a
collector, an art enthusiast, or simply someone who appreciates the beauty
of nature, Mother Carey Chickens are sure to capture your heart.

Additional Resources

Stacy Deanne's website

Mother Carey's Chickens on Wikipedia

Mother Carey's Chickens on Collectors Weekly
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A group of Mother Carey Chickens flying in formation.
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